
Dear Professional Colleague,

GST Council fixes four-tier rate structure at 5%, 12%, 18% and 28%

Moving swiftly on the road to formalising the biggest reform of the indirect tax regime, the
Goods and Services Tax (“GST”) Council on November 3, 2016, has decided four-tier GST tax
structure of 5, 12, 18 and 28%, with zero rate for essential items and the highest for luxury
and de-merits goods that would also attract an additional cess.

With a view to keeping inflation under check, essential items including food, which
presently constitute roughly half of the consumer inflation basket, will be taxed at zero
rate.

The lowest rate of 5% would be for common use items, while there would be two standard
rates of 12 and 18% under the GST regime targeted to be rolled out from April 1, 2017.

Announcing the decisions arrived at the first day of the two-day GST Council meeting, the
Hon’ble Finance Minister, Shri. Arun Jaitley said that the highest tax slab will be applicable
to items which are currently taxed at 30-31% (Excise duty plus VAT). Luxury cars, tobacco
and aerated drinks would also be levied with an additional cess on top of the highest tax
rate. The collection from this cess as well as that of the clean energy cess would create a
revenue pool which would be used for compensating States for any loss of revenue during
the first five years of implementation of GST. The cess, he said, would be lapsable after five
years.

The 4-tier rate tax structure agreed to has slight modification to the 6, 12, 18 and 26% slabs
that were under discussion at the GST Council last month. The Centre's proposal to the GST
Council entailed a lower rate of 4% for precious metals, a threshold rate of 6%, two standard
rates of 12% and 18%, a higher rate of 26% and a cess on luxury items, pan masala and
tobacco products.

“The structure agreed to is a compromise to accommodate demand for highest tax rate of
40% by States like Kerala. While the Centre proposed to levy a 4% GST on gold, a final
decision was put off…” Shri. Jaitley said. He further added that individual items which will
fall under different tax slabs will be decided later.

Conclusion:

One of the critical aspect for successful implementation of GST relate to the determination
of GST rate, which is revenue neutral i.e. RNR. Dr.Arvind Subramanian, Chief Economic
Advisor, said that the rate structure is revenue neutral but there are going to be efficiency
gains which could finance some of the revenue.



Undoubtedly, the interest of common man has been duly taken care of which is evident
from finalisation of 5% tax rate on common use items, as against 6% proposed earlier.
Further, zero rating of necessities is also a welcome move in the beneficial interest of
aamaadmi. Not to mention, classification of products in slabs will be an important process
playing crucial role, more so, because the luxury goods would be covered under 28% tax
rate slab with additional cess on specified items. On levying of additional cess, Dr.
Subramanian said that the cess is only on four commodities - aerated beverages, luxury cars,
tobacco and pan masala. It may not be out of place here to mention that imposition of
cesses in GST regime (which would be outside the GST), would hamper the free flow of
input tax credit and continue the age old legacy of tax cascading in GST regime as well.

Comparison of rates under various Indirect tax levies, at present, along with decided
standard rates of 12 and 18% under GST, can be summed up as under in respect of goods
and services:

On goods - Currently, the Union Excise Duty rate is 12.5% on manufacturing of goods, while
VAT is approx. 14.5% on sale of goods in most of the States. This combines to around 26-
27%. Then, there are other taxes like Entry Tax, Purchase Tax, Octroi, etc., eventually leading
to an effective indirect tax rate of 26% to 30% in the hands of the end customer.

Considering the standard rate of GST as stated to be 12% and 18%, it is likely that GST might
see significant reduction in the prices of the specified goods with corresponding reduction in
production cost with standard tax rate at 12%/18% against 26-30% at present.

On services - Currently, w.e.f. June 1, 2016, rate of Service tax is 14% plus Swachh Bharat
Cess at 0.5% and Krishi Kalyan Cess at 0.5%, totalling to 15%.

Though, Shri. Jaitley didn't elaborate which tax rate will apply to services, apparently, with
GST standard rate at 18%, services in GST regime will become costly. Earlier, the Centre
proposed that services should be taxed at 12% and 18% i.e. most services would be taxed at
18% but those that have abatement should face a levy of 12%.

The Government is committed to implement GST from April 1, 2017, so has set a deadline of
finalizing the modalities of the new indirect tax by getting the subsequent GST laws passed
during the winter session of Parliament beginning November 16, 2016.

Source: Economic Times, Money Control etc.

OUR GST BOOK (2NDEDITION) RELEASED, TITLED "GST LAW & ANALYSIS - WITH
CONCEPTUAL PROCEDURES"

With the blessings of the Almighty God and your best wishes & gratitude, we are pleased to
announce release of our book on GST, titled, "GST LAW & ANALYSIS – WITH CONCEPTUAL



PROCEDURES" (2ndEdition), covering detailed commentary on Model GST Law and Draft
Business Processes along with FAQs & practical illustrations/ diagrams/ flowcharts of various
aspects of GST in respective chapters of the book along with DVD containing PPT on Model
GST Law, Videos on various aspects of Model GST Law, Draft Rules on Registration,
Payment, Invoice, Return and Refund, etc.

Further, the Book extensively discusses likely rates under GST, factors affecting RNR and the
impact of GST rates on goods and services separately. GST rates on goods and services will
impact the current pricing patterns of the entities and thus, analysis has to be made with
precision.

For detailed contents, please access the following link of slides:

http://www.slideshare.net/Youngglobal/gst-law-analysis-with-conceptual-procedures-with-
free-dvd-october-2016

This book can be ordered online at:

 http://www.bookskhoj.com/ViewDetails.aspx?viewId=8728

Or order it from your local supplier across the Country.

Hope the information will assist you in your Professional endeavours. In case of any query/
information, please do not hesitate to write back to us.



Thanks & Best Regards,

Bimal Jain
FCA, FCS, LLB, B.Com (Hons)

Author of a book on Goods and Services Tax, titled, "GST LAW AND ANALYSES – WITH
CONCEPTUAL PROCEDURES” (2ndEdition)
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Disclaimer: The contents of this document are solely for informational purpose. It does not
constitute professional advice or recommendation of firm. Neither the authors nor firm and
its affiliates accepts any liabilities for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of any
information in this document nor for any actions taken in reliance thereon.

Readers are advised to consult the professional for understanding applicability of this
newsletter in the respective scenarios. While due care has been taken in preparing this
document, the existence of mistakes and omissions herein is not ruled out. No part of this
document should be distributed or copied (except for personal, non-commercial use) without
our written permission.


